Racing Scrubby
By Mike Kimball (-ing With Bad Ideas)
Our first event was… eventful. It had to be. Invited
to drive were old autocross friends from 600 miles
away. Many things had coalesced into this event,
Arse-Sweat Apalooza, at least for our impromptu
team.
The Car: Careful, aliens have been sighted. The
alien was a turbo-sporting Beetle, with ginormous
255/60-15 tires as calculating need to get out of the
70 mph top end the as-purchased transmission
brings. We lasted one lap – hit in the tread wear 480
tire, with no spare. On go the spare fronts to “get us
round” while a search is made for tall tires. We
lasted 29 minutes – 17 laps. Apparently turbo
charged type-3s don’t like extended periods over
6,000 rpm. Aliens have been shot-down, kicked in
the teeth, but they Have Been Sighted.
Next race? Rental car. It blew up in two hours or so.
Following race? A mini, salvaged engine. It blew up
in 37 minutes and eleven laps.

Reno-Fernley sees nothing but area 51 and 14 of 24
hours of aliens. Snow on track? 40 mph winds?
Blame the aliens. So much success was found at this
event – an engine change, done on-the-fly via
Craigslist and last-minute negotiating – yeah 14 of
24 track hours, but we called it success.
The car was horrid. Good in a straight line, period.
Slow. We now own an engine we call “the boot
knife”, about 35 horses of sheer. OK, of something.
Next: Thunderhill, the aliens last lament – he’s
joined the hippy generation and gained some new
friends. Un-locked diff, new engine made from a
variety of pieces from the last two, plenty of spares
and even a team that has worked with each-other at
least once. A special-ed teacher, a college shop
teacher, an IT networking teacher, an IT professional
– what an epic team!
On the road to, stopped at a local Safeway gas north
of Sacramento, gassed up all the jugs and moved on.
It’d be good form at this point to note that we haul
the VW Beetle all over here-and-there using a VW
Vanagon.

Ha – racing is fun, right? Bring back the aliens.

Scrubby at the Arse-Freeze Apalooza in 2010, back when he was an ‘Alien”. Photo by Nick Pon
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Three-wheeling it at Arse-Freeze Apalooza ( Buttonwillow) in 2011. Photo by Vanhap Photography

Out of the gas stop, here is a well-equipped
hitch-hiker on the on-ramp. Well equipped? He’s
sporting a well sorted pack, trekking shorts, proper
footwear and the like for a bit of a run through
Nepal, and a sign suggesting “Redding”. I had to
stop. Comment: “I knew you’d stop – only Old Cars
stop for me.”
Intro: “Spoon”. This guy had just hiked the Pacific
Crest Trail from north-to-south halfway, got stuck
for snow, hitched down to SoCal and hiked
south-to-north, went home to Oregon and biked
from Washington to SF and was ‘just on his way
home”. He’d been stuck in Sacto for a day. Nobody
picks up hikers here. I suggested perhaps Redding
wasn’t such a grand goal. I was only going to
Willows and he was like-as-not going to be stuck
there, too, but if he didn’t mind hanging out with a
bunch of car-freaks for the weekend, there might be
an easy ride to Portland.
Spoon, the hitchhiker turned out to be the Best
Pit-Crewman EVER. (Btw, “Spoon” was nicked
‘cause that was his only dining implement, and he’s
apparently known to hike back miles to retrieve it
when he leaves it behind.) Yeah. Really, fun,
successful, this IS racing. This was our most

successful event as far as logistics and flow. It was
cohesive and fun. The event that cemented the
madness that is LeMons into the team that is
Team-ing with Bad Ideas.

Subsequent: A litany of madness
I work nights; teaching machine shop and drafting at
San Francisco Community College, this means I
commute about two hours late at night with nothing
to do except dream up, well, bad ideas. One such
night it occurs that the aliens franchise is
misunderstood and not creative enough – the Beetle
needs a new theme. Home and after-midnight TV: a
Scrubbing Bubbles bathroom cleaner commercial
appears. Fate, just fate. The ‘right’ shape, the
anthropomorphisis of Herbie the love Bug pre-paved
the route for a Beetle-Scrubbing-Vee-Bubble-You.
We’re cleaning up the crap-can race series one lap at
a time.

Racing
We’ve hauled to Texas, twice. High Plains Raceway
in Colorado once on one of those Texas trips. “The
Ridge”, near Seattle, twice. Buttonwillow,
Thunderhill, Chuckwalla, Sonoma. All hauled with a
1985.5 VW Vanagon.
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Some sound-bites from these:
Buttonwillow: We have an intake leak. Really? OEM
parts don’t fit. How ‘bout my neighbor’s jack
handle. Um, no, but we can roll this sheet metal
around it, weld it and make our own pipe, right?
Yeah. OK. It worked, though we ran about 16 of the
24 hours.
Sonoma: Rain? We have wipers. Driver: “Yeah, they
worked for about ten minutes.” Next day in the dry –
it doesn’t much matter, the engine’s seized.
The Ridge: Sparky Pete is towing his Dyson trailer
with the Killer Zombee. It breaks a wheel. What?
Pete, umm, It only has the one. Solution – put the
Dyson on the trailer hauling scrubby. Simple. A
trailer on a trailer behind a Vanagon only makes lots
of sense. Oh, yeah, let’s just add a minor delay in
that the Vanagon needs to digest a heater hose in the
middle of nowhere on the return trip.
Buttonwillow: an impromptu stop after midnight at a
Wally-World begets a portable air conditioner.
Midnight on Saturday and I’ve fallen asleep hugging

it. It’s called Arse-Sweat for a reason. Track: We got
called in for a mechanical ‘cause the left rear tire
looked like it was going to fall off, many
competitors had come in to say so. I hold up the
shock, mount and all, to proclaim “this might be part
of that.” OK’d to keep going, but the car was awful.
Texas and High Plains: My girlfriend suggests that
for my 50th birthday I should go to an “iconic” auto
race. I choose the only LeMons 24-hour at Eagles
Canyon. She mentions that HPR is only the weekend
immediately following and really the tow is only
four hours different. She missed that the Vanagon
would explode a radiator in Littleton and that at the
event there’d be tornados. (and an emissary of “the
pissed-in-cup”, but that is better not described, and
best not see what you can’t unsee…) We DID win
Class “C” in the 24 and the Idiot-of-the-Year award
(OK, regional judges choice) for choosing same as
“an iconic race” in lieu of, say Indy.
Sonoma: let’s practice breaking parts off Scrubby
that shouldn’t ought to break – transmission on lap
one, remove the LF spindle on Sunday, find a
broken rim on Monday, then break the RF steering

Scrubby looks a little anxious about tomorrow’s race, the Vodden the Hell Are We Doing 2013, while Herbie, in the background, a
genuine Disney car, seems to be getting a good night’s sleep. Photo by Mike Meier
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Chasing and being chased up to Crow’s Nest at Thunderhill during the Vodden 2012 race. Photo from Phil “Murilee Martin”
Greden’s pillar cam

arm later. Quote: “I think the car might be timed
out.”
Buttonwillow: to out-do Sonoma… one driver ripped
the RF spindle off. OK, replaced. Next driver spit
the LR drive splines up. OK, rube-goldberged, but
fixed – also found cracked wheel studs, also fixed.
Next driver: breaks the RR wheel off in the highest
speed corner, said wheel has still not been found.
Uh-huh. Fixed, sort of – proclaimed “We haven’t hit
the pace-car yet – put another f#*king wheel on it.” I
take it out and break the LF spindle and upright off
it, on the straight. We drove the wheels off of it,
truly, one at a time, all four, and one still MIA.
Scrubs’ looked like it’d been hit with a grenade.
Best quote from a competitor, driver reporting in
from track, “How the hell does that thing keep
getting back on track?”
The Ridge – second time ‘round: this was a
one-month turn-around, not much left to work with
coming from B-willow. We showed up for shock
value. It worked. Eyes wide at the Beetle, we’re
coined “the Zombeetle” by Spank. Fitting, one
thinks.

As It Were
At the time of this writing Scrub’s is eighteen events
old and has achieved the class “C” win, a shared
Judges Choice, Organizers Choice, I Got Screwed,
We Got Screwed, and the “You’re-An-Idiot”
awards.
We think the overall average is about 500 miles per
event for 9,000 total race miles. This, at a cost of
two engine cases, three crankshafts, two sets of
pistons, a turbo, three transmissions, a left spindle, a
right spindle, a left upright, four rear hubs-splines,
one rear shock mount, four rear fenders, two rear
wheels, two front fenders, a Vanagon radiator and
the usual list of spares and disposables.

Sponsorship
SC Johnson has been contacted RE our use of a
tribute to Scrubbing Bubbles. They’ve requested “a
hard copy of our proposal” to which we’ve
procrastinated. Suffice to say the most recent contact
involved the phrases: “We don’t sponsor sporting
events.”, “We’re very protective of our trademark.”,
“We’re aware of what you’re doing.” and “What
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CrazyMike taking Scrubby through tech just after dawn at Arse-Freeze Apalooza 2013. Photo by Phil “Murilee Martin” Greden

exactly is your full name/address/contact info?” It
should be noted that the SC Johnson promotion of
January 1 is a tour of the country by four
VW-Scrubbing Bubbles. Well, imitation is the
highest form of flattery, but can you believe
someone with dollars and sense is actually trying to
imitate Scrubby?
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